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Welcome to our Spring newsletter, change has been
afoot. We have been bombarded with daily reminders of
our global economic slowdown/downturn/recession, so
much so its like an annoying background noise,
obviously more than annoying for those who have lost
their jobs or homes and are truly struggling to meet their
daily needs. So change has been thrust upon the many,
but is there something to embrace in this change; some
common good that can be gleaned, some positive change
in values? Quite possibly we think. See page 2 ‘All
Change’ for some thoughts on this by founder member,
Adam.
So what about change here at Unicorn, how does it affect
your daily bread? For a long time we have seen the
pound slip away against the Euro threatening the
Chorton circa 1950 before Unicorn’s building was
viability of some lines we buy direct from Europe.
even there. How will it look in another 50 years?
Transport costs have also gone up affecting all but
regional lines. As costs go up we are glad to see we are still holding our own price-wise. To help debunk
the myth that we are expensive we have been brazenly showing off how competitive we are with
fortnightly price checks. These have been in the shop and on the website and time after time our organic
produce has been cheaper than supermarkets’ non-organic. It has always been our aim to provide decent
food, that is traded honestly, at an affordable price - everyone should be able to eat well. We can do this
because of the kind of business we are; a workers co-operative earning a living wage and nothing more,
buying in bulk, buying direct, packing and cooking goods on site, loving the work we do & not spending
too much time sitting down.
We don’t just want to focus on price, cheap is not cheap if its polluting the land and seas, if it’s using vast
amounts of resources that are running out or if the people growing the food are forced to work in poor
conditions - that’s not cheap in the long term.
Looking to secure some future supply lines of produce we have invested heavily in Glebelands Market
Garden in Sale and in the land we bought in Glazebury. There is an update on the Glazebury land on the
next page. There is a lot of hard work going into the land and long term this will drastically reduce the
distance between where the food is grown and where it is consumed for some of our produce.
Our deli production has also increased with very popular salads, soups, baps and hot pies, further
expansion plans are in hand in the food preparation area. Expect very tasty things to come from the
talented deli team. To further reduce the distance travelled for our chilled produce we have been working
closely with Forest Foods (just down the road from us). They are working on freshly made seasonal ‘ready
meals’ for when you want something wholesome but are a bit tight on time.
Let’s wish all our growers a fruitful 2009, it’s their hard work
that provides the mighty fine
ingredients we get to eat.

Welcome to the new growers at
Glebelands in Sale. After 7 years hard
and happy slog Adam and Lesley have
passed on the market garden they developed to a keen team of four - Ed,
Sally Charlotte and Adam. We wish them
all the very, very best and we will continue to enjoy the freshest supply of
produce around.

Veg
outlook

Throughout winter, for homegrown produce, we rely on two types of
crop. Firstly, the frost-hardy crops still surviving in the field (like parsnips,
kale, cabbages) and secondly the stored crops that were harvested
back in autumn (like potatoes, onions, beetroot). Over the next couple
of months UK supply will start to dwindle as the last reserves of these
crops start to run out. Late April / early May is the most difficult time –
often known as ‘the hungry gap’.
Within the lean months, however, there are still some star attractions
to look out for: in particular, purple sprouting broccoli, rhubarb,
Jerusalem artichokes, as well as Francis Sampson’s Cornish greens.

And even in the depths of winter, high levels of nutrition can be found
in the UK range – most notably calcium-rich kale and cabbages, and
omega-3-rich purslane, abundant in Sale’s finest salad leaves from
Glebelands Market Garden. From abroad, star products include Sicilian
citrus, cherry vine tomatoes, and Spanish avocados.
Come May and June, and all the sweet warmth of Spring starts to
appear on the fruit and veg shelves. It starts with asparagus and
moves through broad beans, strawberries, and a host of salads –
early lettuces, rocket, spinach, cucumbers, spring onions. We can’t
wait!

Unicorn Grocery, 89 Albany Road, Chorlton, Manchester, M21 0BN.
www.unicorn-grocery.co.uk

ALL CHANGE
After a decade of excess, serious change is
arriving; for human survival not a moment
too soon (see Jared Diamond book
Collapse). While we all fear uncertainty,
human history is full of it and we often
surpass ourselves when responding to it.
Times of affluence and security do not
always correspond with charity, altruism or
acts of kindness. Indeed our own city, one
with some history of social innovation, has
apparently achieved the greatest inequality in
the UK. As Oliver James (writer of
Affluenza) and others have observed, frantic
capitalism has led to some of the highest
levels of unhappiness, degenerative illness
and depression in Europe.
So beyond the current economic turbulence
what might we all look forward to?
Immediate tangible things such as reduced
vehicle journeys with therefore less
accidents and damage to air quality. Children
able to play on the street. Food production
moving back to regionalised supply chains as
globalised sourcing reverses. Continuing
reductions in chemical nitrate, mined
phosphate and oil-based pesticides as
energy costs drive farmers back to clovers,

powered by the sun! Will
our much improved
food knowledge lead
to the demise of fast
food culture? The
tide turning on
our scary
diabetes
levels
(much
worse over
our 12 years of
trading) and heart
and cancer disease
rates? Will domestic
growing and
gardening bloom
out of control?
Could parents find
they have some
more time, and
energy, to spend with their children as manic
work attitudes calm? Might we all start
planning our lives around proximity to things
we value, whether it’s relatives, workplace or
the pub? Will a trip to shop at Peel HQ
(Trafford Centre) seem quaint looking back?

Will talking about shopping seem quaint?
Will having a viable district or town
centre be such a useful thing we
force our planners to protect it? Will
happiness arrive sufficiently that
narcotic intakes might return to
historic recreational proportions
rather than major social
scourges? House prices within
the grasp of far more people?
Education for
citizenship, maturity
and diplomacy rather
than dog eat dog? A
fairer distribution of resources (if any
left after current mass transfer to
bank shareholders)?
Some gains for all to be had and more
to consider. Utopian or perhaps merely
prudent.

A parting thought from Adam York, founder
member at Unicorn and Glebelands grower
soon to start a new life setting up a market
garden by the coast.

The Unicorn Land Project
workspace), as well as a borehole, water storage
and access tracks. All of this needs to go
through Wigan Council; a process which we’ve
just started.

It’s been a busy and beautiful Spring at
Glazebury, where our new block of land is. 21
acres is a large plot that’s daunting in its size,
but equally inspiring for all its potential. It’s a
great place to get out of the city, catch the sun
setting, and spot some of the abundant wildlife.
We’ve seen all kinds of birds and insects up
there (including herons, kestrel, lapwings), as
well as evidence of small mammals.

Thirdly, fundraising. We have funds to oversee
the initial work this Spring, but the future of the
project is dependent on raising money from
grant-giving bodies. This is a local food project,
with ambitious aims and a good degree of
community involvement, so we hope we will be
in a strong position to raise the funds required.
If you know of any funding bodies who fund this
type of project please get in touch, it may be
one we haven’t discovered yet.

Above Stuart testing the newly aquired
1960’s Massey Ferguson tractor, sadly you
can’t see it’s shiny redness here. Below Nina
receiving the delivery of lime at Glazebury.

Right now, however, there’s lots to do in three
main areas of work.
Firstly, preparing the soil for a sowing of green
manure. Most (non-organic) farmers would
add chemically-derived fertiliser to their soil,
but we’re looking to grow our fertility in the
form of a ‘green manure’ - a mix of clover and
grasses that add valuable nutrients to the soil.
In order to get a good crop we need to prepare
the soil: by ploughing, rotovating, rolling and
hoeing the first few flushes of weeds (all with
tractor implements). Only then will we be
ready to sow the clover mix.
Secondly, drawing up the development plans for
the site. Looking longer term, we’ll be wanting
to put a building on site (for storage and

Our 21 acres (pictured above) are just 14
miles from Unicorn

It’s hard work but a dedicated team are
completely focused on the end goal; feeding our
city in a more sustainable way, a local organic
co-operative food supply. Watch this space.

A

s part of our 1% & 4% funds (see our Principles of Purpose available in the shop) we

support a variety of groups locally and globally. Here we look at two of the projects.

Abundance

Early this year we were able to support
Abundance Manchester, a great new
community project that harvests fruit and veg from
people’s gardens and allotments that would otherwise
be wasted, and re-distributes it (mostly in bike
trailers) to people who can make good use of it.
After a really successful first year, the project has
also started to develop its own veg plot in an unused
corner of a car park in West Didsbury, where fruit
and veg will be produced organically and given away.
As well as creating a practical solution to the waste
that can happen when people have ‘gluts’ of a
particular crop, connecting diverse groups of people
though sharing out produce and providing an excuse
to climb apple trees, the project aims to demonstrate
just how much potential there is for feeding ourselves
in cities. There are already so many fruit trees and
bushes that people don’t have time to harvest, and
even more potential patches of land in gardens and
public spaces that could be used for food production.
Just imagine a city where fresh herbs grew in
municipal hanging baskets, nut trees flourished in
parks, and beans climbed up the sides of office
buildings.
Making the most of what can be produced in our
own city cuts food miles, re-connects people with
their food and immediate environment, re-skills
participants in gardening and practical skills,
improves bio-diversity and livens up grey spaces. If
you would like to help out with the allotment now or
to harvest fruit later in the year, please get in touch!
Equally, if you have or know of produce that will be
going begging at harvest time, please let Abundance
know now so they can plan to come pick it! Ring
Leonie on 0772 960 4862 or email
abundancemanchester@yahoo.co.uk.

Made in
Wigan

In addition to our wide range of seeds
for growing your own produce we have
introduced some quality tools. Bulldog
tools are manufactured in Wigan and we
buy them direct so you get them at a
very good price. Happy digging!

The Latin American School for Agroecology
Continuing our 5-year
involvement with the Brazilian
Landless People’s Movement
(MST), we have recently made
a donation from our 4% fund to
the Latin American School for
Agroecology (ELAA) in Paraná.
Founded in 2005, the ELAA
provides the first full-length
university course in organic
agriculture in Brazil. Currently
88 militantes from the La Via
Campesina social movement
are studying at the ELAA. Each
term alternates between School
Time – lectures and practicals,
mainly with volunteer
professors from other
institutions – and Community
Time – applying lessons with at
least five families at home. Part of the course also involves offering technical assistance to families
on the nearby Contestado settlement (idle land occupied by the MST and returned to agricultural
use). In this way, the course trains both individuals and entire communities in the practical aspects
of organic growing, in the hopes of strengthening campesino resistance to industrial agriculture and
advancing the case for agroecology on a wider scale. For more information, contact the Friends of
the MST, www.mstbrazil.org.

tiPs on How to
Plant your Plugs

S

pring is here so it’s time to think about growing your own. We sell a good range of seeds but if you
want plants ready to go from April onwards we’ll have quality plugs from down the road at Chorlton
Nursery and Glebelands Market Garden in Sale. Some of our earliest arrivals should include cabbages,
cauliflower, celery, leeks, onions, broccoli, tomatoes, lettuce, spinach, basil & parsley. As spring turns into
summer these will be followed by even more varieties for harvesting throughout the year. Not just for
allotment holders these are aimed at anyone to have a go at growing at home either in the garden or containers.
Below Charlotte from Glebelands passes on some planting tips:
Tomatoes and chillies can be planted in greenhouses
or outdoors in a sunny, sheltered
spot. Make
sure that tomatoes in particular are
firmly
planted just below the lowest
leaves and
have some kind of support such as
a bamboo
cane which they can be tied to as
they grow (not too tight!).
Encourage tomatoes to
fruit by pinching out
any side shoots that
develop, and
extend the chilli
cropping season
by picking some
of the younger
fruits. You can
try putting mulch
such as compost
or straw around the base of the plants to discourage
weeds and also to keep moisture in the soil. Chillies
also do well if there’s some moisture in the air so mist
the plants with water if conditions get hot.
Newly planted Courgettes also like a sheltered site
and some mulch. Give them a bit of water once

they’re planted but try to avoid splashing the leaves
too much if you can, especially if it’s hot and
sunny as this combination can
sometimes burn delicate plants.
Don’t worry if the first
courgettes are a funny shape,
this is quite normal.
Courgettes grow so quickly
that you’ll soon be harvesting
them on a daily basis - you
can also eat the bright yellow
flowers!
Runner Beans will need a tall, secure
support ready as soon as you plant them
– you can try training them up all sorts of
things. If you can find somewhere out of the wind
for them this is ideal – you’re more likely to find bees
in still conditions and they’re needed to pollinate the
flowers. Runner beans like to be mulched and also
need plenty of water, especially when the flowers are
appearing. Pick the beans when they’re still quite
young – they’re at their most tender and tasty then
and it will encourage a longer lasting crop.

news From tHe
wider world oF
Food Politics
Much to the annoyance of the
chemical industry and non-organic farmers,
the EU has banned a number of pesticides
due to concerns over public health....
In a related campaign

Georgina
Downs (of UK pesticides campaign) won a
landmark legal challenge against the
Government and their policy on pesticides.
The judgement from the High Court was that
Government policy has not been protecting
public health and was therefore unlawful.
Georgina argued that “the evidence showed
quite clearly that the Government has
knowingly failed to act, has continued to
shift the goalposts, cherry picked the science
to suit the desired outcome and has misled
the public, especially rural residents, over
the safety of agricultural pesticides sprayed
on crop fields throughout the country. The
UK Government’s relentless and
extraordinary attempts to protect the
industry as opposed to people’s health has
been one of the most outrageous things to
behold in the last seven years of my
fight.”.......

LOOKING
AFTER
YOUR
FRUIT &
VEG
Our dedicated veg team have been
working on an aftercare leaflet for our
fresh produce. Here is a taster of
things to come - never again shall we
see veg limp before its time...

Elsewhere, despite a specific
recommendation from the Competition
Commission that the food supply chain
needs an ombudsman to investigate
supermarket bullying of suppliers, nothing is
happening. With the big-4 supermarkets
steadfastly opposing the idea, the only
option is for Government to legislate, which
they currently show no appetite for...
Meanwhile, the Royal Institute of
International Affairs (Chatham House) has
recently published a report warning the UK
Government of the dangers of ‘business-asusual’ in food supply. Increasing pressure on
world land and water resources, in particular,
represent a serious threat to UK food
security...

Bananas should be kept warm – if they spend
too long somewhere cold, the ripening process
will stop completely, and they will go grey. To
speed up the ripening process, put the bananas
in a plastic or paper bag with an apple or ripe
tomato.

MOISTURE LOSS
Some
vegetables
are
susceptible to loss of
moisture, which will cause
them to deteriorate faster
than necessary. These include
leafy salad vegetables,
brassicas (cabbages, kale,
broccoli, etc.), some root
vegetables, and various
others.
When we receive
boxes of these kinds
of veg, we spray
them with water if
necessary (to replenish
moisture lost in transit),
put them in large plastic
bags (which we re-use!),
and store them in our
refrigerated cold store.
We’ve found this to be an effective way of
keeping them until they are ready to be put on
display. This can be re-created at home by
putting the veg in a plastic bag, sprinkling it
with water, and putting it in the veg drawer of
your fridge.

Keep Chorlton Interesting!

Chorlton Changes! Sometimes change is
not for the better! Well that’s how we and
lots of other people feel when we walk past
Chorlton’s new Tesco every day. It was
really disappointing (to put it mildly) to see
a democratic decision, made with the input
of the local community, overruled by a
national body with little local knowledge or
interest. But here it is anyway. We know
new supermarkets take their trade from
existing local businesses, but we really hope
that we can prove they came to the wrong
place this time. If you care about your local
shops – please continue to use them! And
put a poster (available at Unicorn) in your
window to encourage others to do the
same.

Even worse for Chorlton could be the
enormous potential Tesco nearby in
Stretford. Tesco are in partnership with Ask
Developments, Trafford Council and Trafford
Cricket club to re-develop the area around
the cricket ground, and planning permission
is about to be sought for a very large Tesco

Extra. We fought their original application
back in 2006, and it was refused largely
because of what it would do to areas like
Chorlton. A planning application is due in
June.
Finally, big changes are on their way in the
form of a new, much bigger precinct centre.
Ask Developments are once again at the
helm, they say they will respect the
character of Chorlton but the council want a
big new supermarket for Chorlton which
could be bad news for the area’s
independents. Citybranch (owners of the
precinct) and the city council are working
together on a 3 month consultation – make
sure you get involved! The Keep Chorlton
Interesting group will be consulted as part
of the process – please get in touch if you’d
like to get involved in making it a truly
sustainable development, that really reflects
what Chorlton’s about. See the KCI website
for more details and how to get involved.
www.keepchorltoninteresting.org.uk

